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My name is Bradford Hutchinson. I have lived in Keene, where I was born, since 1987. I
returned to N.H. in 1983, after living in several other states.
It's not my intention at this time to go into my own personal experience in too much detail.
That would be too "triggering", as the leftists say. But I am compelled to speak out, and begin
the process of TESTIFYING as both a VICTIM of police misconduct in N.H., and as a subject
matter expert in some areas which bear a direct relevance to the committee's work.
Unless a fuller public disclosure is made, I must object to the inclusion of the racist BLM
group. BLM, through "ActBlue", is part of the fundraising arm of the Democrat party. Paid
outside agitators are using BLM as a cover for various illegal activities, including arson and
looting, as we have seen in many large, mostly Democrat-run cities. BLM has no way to vett
or verify, or ID, who is, or is not a BLM member. I have yet to see BLM's IRS Form 990's, to
better understand myself how the money flows into and through BLM.
And as a proud Native American POC myself, I assure you that BLM does NOT speak for me.
I personally consider BLM to be a racist hate group. But that's my problem, and I'm OK with
that.
Another deep concern of mine is the inclusion of Mr. Ken Norton of "NAMI"
on the Committee. Mr. Norton is an apologist for PhRMA, and pushes a debunked narrative
on so-called "mental illness" and the pseudoscience known as "psychiatry", which is also a
tool of social control, and a drug racket. Psychiatry has done, and continues to do, far more
harm than good. Unless you're very familiar with the work of critical psychiatrists such as Dr.
Thomas Szasz, and Dr. Peter Breggin, - only 2 among many, - then no, you really do NOT
know what I'm talking about. Because too often, police are the dupes, victims, or unwitting
accomplices of the lies of psychiatry. And Lord knows, we guilt-ridden honkies love our lying
cover-ups here in N.H.
For serious consideration of the Council, it is my intention to submit my ENTIRE Police
Record to the Council. To this end, I have cc'd both Keene Police Chief Steve Russo, and
KPD Lt. Shane Maxfield. I had an excellent working relationship with KPD under then-Chiefs
Kenneth Meola, and Brian Costa. Chief Costa shot himself to death on March 9, 2017, and
Chief Meola now retired, works in South Carolina. I still carry daily the "Lenco Bearcat" coin
then-Captain Costa gave me when I spoke strongly in favor of Keene acquiring the Bearcat to
the Keene City Council 10 years ago, in the face of strong local delusional opposition based
on the bogus notion of "militarization of the police". I strongly support the police, despite
KPD's decades-long record of filing fraudulent charges against me, and even fraudulent
convictions based on the well-established police practice of "testilying". I can document
numerous cases of fraud and falsification in my own KPD record. In short, COPS LIE, and the
system as it is allows, facilitates, and encourages that lying, to the detriment of all concerned.
Without testimony from victims such as myself, and FULL and OPEN conversation, the
Committee risks being just another feel-good circle jerk and pandering sop to the liberals and
vocal radicals such as BLM. RED LIVES MATTER, TOO!....
Sadly, Chief Russo has chosen to butt heads with me recently, and I see little hope of

constructive dialog with him. Lt. Maxfield, on the other hand, has been my friend for over 25
years, since shortly after he joined KPD. In 1998, I was the victim of a Police Riot at my
home, by KPD, based on lies told by employees of Monadnock Family Services who falsely
claimed that I was "suicidal", which I was NOT. KPD surrounded my home and literally
dragged me out naked at gunpoint in handcuffs. The pain of the trauma has largely healed, but
such trauma IS LIFELONG. The Chief in 1998 was Mr. Thomas Powers, who is now a Keene
City Councilor.
Abuse of power, - OFFICIAL OPPRESSION under N.H. RSA, - is no doubt one of the
LEAST REPORTED CRIMES that exists.
And, how can the police be seriously and honestly expected to investigate, much less
prosecute crimes which they themselves commit?... The absurd and archaic "Police
Prosecutor" system which N.H. still suffers under, is a key driver of such corruption. I cite as a
sterling example then-Keene Police Prosecutor Eliezar Rivera taking a series of completely
LEGAL acts, and somehow fabricating them into a bogus and fraudulent "criminal
prosecution", which was almost laughed out of Court by the defense attorneys. Such acts bring
shame and disgrace to good and honest cops, and erode Public Trust in Law Enforcement.
Unless the Committee is willing and able to take a long, hard, and painful look at ALL forms
of police misconduct, and hear from the VICTIMS, such as myself, the Committee will fail to
effect any needed changes, and will be little better than a white-washing party....a political
STUNT.
I have barely begun here to say what needs to be said, and I thank you all for your time and
attention here.
AFFADAVIT: I, Bradford Hutchinson, do hereby swear and affirm, that ALL of the testimony
which I have given here, is true, accurate, and as complete as circumstances presently allow.
Signed,
Bradford Hutchinson, Keene
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